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Samsung galaxy tab a sm-t350

The Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 8.0 is the middle child of Samsung's latest iteration of the Galaxy Tab lift line, it is essentially the Tab 4 7.0 with a slightly bigger display just in case 7 inches wasn't big enough for you.  The design is very typical Samsung price typical with an entire plastic construction and a
strong leather texture on the back that we've seen since the Note 3.  A chrome trim wrapped around the perimit like usual, but they're very thin in comparison with what we saw on Samsung devices before wrapping around only the tablet in the display itself. It's thin at 7.95mm mm to make it very easy to
hold for periods of time and despite the plastic it feels very solid to construct. All the skins and buttons are in their usual location with a 1.3MP camera on the front and Samsung's standard layout with a physical home button and past fitness apps with buttons back flanking the left and right that weird
enough aren't backlit to make them hard to find in the dark. On the back towards the bottom right is a single speaker denoted by two slices but not expecting too much from him. He's a stable speaker but otherwise it's nothing that will be ringing you away. On the front is the display of 8 inches with a
resolution of 1280×800. It's not the higher resolution or display dance pixels we've seen on a tablet so pixels are so remarkable pixels but it's not so wrong that it's detracted away from the viewing experience. The overall display is always rather comfortable as color reproduction, viewing angles, and
outdoor visibility are all quite good to make media consumption a fun experience. The 8 inch display makes it bigger, but it's still very portable and easy to hold in one hand. Something you can't do quite as easily on larger size tablets. The spectrum by grondbreakingThe species per arena with a 1.2GHz
quad-core processor, 1.5GB of RAM and 16 GB of internal storage. It performs well within days of usage days and although the species are identical via the Galaxy Tab 4 line 4 up the 4 Tab 8.0 to make considerable better in areas such as the gallery app and graphically demanding places 7.0 struggled
to make either without lag or dropping frames. The camera around the back is a firing 3 MP fixed focus so it's about as basic as a camera can get. The camera is simply there just for the sake of it but honestly you're better off sticting to the smartphone in your pocket. The photos are resolution low and
while it's pretty good outside once you go inside the photos gets quick noises especially in low lights. On the other hand, battery life is fantastic. I'm a heavy user when it comes to pills as I primarily use them only for banks but I still manage to get a couple days out of it and close to 7 and a half hours of
screens on time. With average use I have no doubt this tablet can easily last 3 to 4 days need to recharge. The Galaxy Tab 4 8.0 ships with Android 4.4.2 KitKat and Samsung's Touchwiz cooker but it's a much more elime down version compared to what you find on the Galaxy S5 or the PRO line of
tablets as many features have been omitted. The most useful functions in TouchWiz however are still intact like Multiwindow for true multitasking, slippery palm to take screen balance, and Smart Rete keeps the display on for as long as you're looking at it. TouchWiz has certainly improved but there are
still areas that need to work like the folder animations slowly and the highly cluttered tabbed hook in the settings menu. The Galaxy Tab 4 8.0 is available now in both black and white with a normal price of 269.99 but as of this writing it's sale to Amazon for 239.99% so if you want to take advantage of that
now might be the best time to make your purchase. It's actually WiFi only but there will be 3g/LTE variants coming to Carrier Bear later this year. Personally I always think a tablet like the Nexus 7 is a bench for you loop unless the expansion of Micro SD cards with slightly larger display is of utmost
importance. If not, the Nexus 7 offers a higher resolution display, better internal, updates directly to Google, and a better camera for whatever's worth. If you want to spend a bit more money, the LG G Pad 8.3 is also a very good choice, as it comes with a significantly better display, better build quality,
and more powerful interns. You might like: Best Galaxy Tab 4 8.0 certainly far and away a bad choice as far as tablets are concerned as it offers decent performances, a bright and vivid display, and solid battery life but the price tag could be hard value even if it is on sale right now especially with
competitors offering considerably better options for less money to make this tablet hard to recommend. Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 7.0A new complete list of a Samsung SM-T310 device that appears to have the right dimensions to be a potential 8-inch Galaxy Tab 3 8.0 tablet. The SM-T310 is seen in
previous reports that claimed this particular model number is the first 8-inch Galaxy Tab version, but it only showed up in the FCC now. The same SM-T310 was the spot at sig at Bluetooth at the end of March, where it was confirmed to be a pill, so we kind of hope it hit the FCC sooner or later. While the
commercial name for the product is not offered, and Samsung is yet to officially announce the tablet, there is additional circumstance evidence suggesting this will be all good to be the Galaxy Tab 3 8.0.First off, the confirmed model number, SM-T310, is actually the same as the Galaxy Tab 3 7.0 in model
numbers, SM-T210. Since the 7-inch Galaxy Tab 3 tablet was already unveiled (image above), it makes a lot of sense to assume that the SM-T310 is a different Galaxy Tab 3 family SM-T310 tablet (FCC)but more importantly, the document reveals that we are looking at a device that measures 9 inches
diagonal (or 228.45mm) that might be just enough to fit an 8-inch screen inside. Aside from dimensions, storage (16GB of memory), Wi-Fi (802.11 a/b/g/n) and Bluetooth 4.0 support, other species and features are not available at the moment for the next device. As you can see, unlike yesterday's
Motorola XT1058 FCC file, a device which we can't say for sure whether it's rumored Google X phone or not, the case for SM-T310 being the Gallaxy Tab 3 3.0 seems to be a lot simpler to solve. Samsung already has an 8-inch tablet, the Galaxy Note 8.0, which is sold in various markets, but which is
also criticised for its higher-than-anticipate prices. The Galaxy Table 3 8.0 might be an 8-inch pill more affordable, although we'll have to cross that bridge a later date. At this time, we have no idea when Samsung will officially announce the product. Samsung SM-T310 Tablet (FCC) Is Anyone Looking
Forward To This New Samsung Made Android Tablet? Samsung likes to make pills. From innovation products such as the high-species DTS Pro series, to the most mediocre Models Galaxy Tab, they pumped them out of size and price points to suit almost anyone. Gallaxy Tab this year 4 continues that
trend. Coming in 7-inch, 8-inch and 10-inch sizes, the Galaxy Tab 4 may not be the power you can get from other vendors, but decent performance with a great price point – combined with lots of time and money to spend make sure you know that they exist and where to buy them – make the Tab 4 a
product that many will end up buying. That's good for Samsung, and after all is said and done it good for many users, as well. We got the 8-inch model to have a go with, and after some time with it I have to say it's a decent piece of gear for the price -$269 MSRP – compared to the competition. Many
TouchWiz bells and whistles are on board, and many of the things you'd lock on your phone are surprisingly useful on an 8-inch screen. The size and build quality are on-target, and overall it's a good tablet for the money. Not everyone needs a Pro Series with expensive innards to sit on the couch and
watch HBO Go. That's where the Filling Tab series is in, and just like last year, Samsung has mostly hit the mark. As mentioned, we are looking at the 8.0-inch Tab here. The 7-inch and 10-inch models seem very small, but not precise duplicates, so do your homework if you're looking for something
smaller or larger than the 8-inch model. The Table 4 has some of the same refinery Samsung used for their smartphones in late May. The blockade, rectangular shape and plastic textures back will remind you a lot of the Note 3, with added faux-chrome rings around the mirror and the home button giving
it a bit of style. You will not find exotic (or The materials used to build the Table 4, but the plastic and glass constructed beautifully and the overall feeling of your hands is that of a high-quality electronic piece. Build quality is one of those very suggestive buzzwords that gets thrown around a lot, but we
mean it when we say the Tab 4 feels very well built. There's no breaking when applying a little pressure, the buttons don't shake and rat around, and there's no pit where the part fit together on our unit. A device built from one piece of milled aluminum is easy to make feel solid, but one built from press
plastic part is not. Samsung has done a great job here. The table is beautiful and light in 11.3 ounces for the 8-inch, and fits well in the hand. It's .3-inch thick, and the slight ray road where the back meets a solid edge making it easy to hold as your fingers and thick inches there is plenty in the grip area.
The back is flat, and a bit of swelling would have been a nice touch I think, but ergonomically the Tab 4 through 8-inch should fit well into the average hand. On these flat sides, you'll find your buttons and ports. You have volume and power on the right (in portrait) near the top, the port IR in the center, and
the SD card slot near the bottom is covered by a plastic flippy. Up to top, you have a 3.5mm jack, and on the bottom you have the microB (2.0) skin. The easy buttons to reach and operate while holding the Tab, and it only takes a few tries to adjust fingers so that the port UR discovers. Around front you'll
find a solid sheet of glass that doesn't seem to have an oleophobic layer of any sort (holding a handy microfib coat) that covers the entire face. The front-facing 1.3MP camera is at the top, just right at center, and you'll notice the lack of a hole for an ambient light sensor – Tab 4's has no automatic bright
mode. Move down on 8.5 inches and you'll get the multi-spot, home and back buttons. The home button is a physical lozenge button that forms, just like we're used to seeing from Samsung but others are capabilities. Gone is the menu button, and you'll be reminded of that when you type the multi-task
key. On the rear, you'll get a fixed-focused 3.1MP camera in the center-top, with a speaker which is not aloud nor good on the bottom left. Luckily, Tab 4's paired quickly and easily with my Bluetooth speaker, and you should buy a Tab 4 you'll want to make sure you have the phone or a Bluetooth speaker
of your own if you plan on listening to any music , or watch any videos and want to sound decent. Finally, we come to the screen. While other tablet comes with true HD display, the Tab 4 carries on the tradition of 800 x 1280 TFT LCD we've seen for a while. It's not a bad display by any means – the
colors and viewing angles are good, and it's beautiful and bright when made up, but relatively low the (189ppi) density of pixels is done known if you are reading text or doing any other activity where you want a well-defined edge between elements on the screen. What would be fine at 20-inches away
from your eyes might not be fine at 10-inch away from your eyes. I can't tell you that the display is good enough or not good enough for you, but I can tell you that I see the difference – and I'm not a pixel-snob. I can't read my eBooks on Tab 4's screen, but maybe you could. To watch videos or play a
game, it's fine. Not crazy like some others, but fine. The screen is one of the areas where costs are cut, and for some of us, it makes a difference. Category OS Features Android 4.4.2 KitKat Chipset Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 (MSM8226) @ 1.2GHzAdreno 305 @ 450 MHz RAM 1.5GB Show Size 8.0
for display resolution 800x1280 189ppi Camera 3.1 megapixel fixed focus fixed face 1.2MP Internal storage 16GB Storage microSD Connectivity Wifi 802.11a/b/g/n, GPS, GPS, GLONASS, DC Bluetooth 4.0 LEUSB host 2.0 Dimensions 210 x 124 x 8 mm weight 320 grams Battery 4.450mAh software like
every other Galaxy Sphone or tablet since the beginning of time, the Tab 4 runs TouchWiz. If you don't want TouchWiz, you don't want the Tab 4. Let's get even more clear on that – buy a Tab 4 with their hopes of unlocking bootloaders and flashing stock-card 99 beta or something about it is absurd. Buy
a Nexus 7, or buy a Google G Pad edition, because they were made for that. This device is designed and built to run TouchWiz, for the millions and millions of people who love TouchWiz. It's not the new software from the Galaxy S5 or any new Magazine –UI layout you see on Samsung's high-end
tablets. It sort of looks like KitKat on Note 3 or Note 10.1, with a more tablet-center launcher. It's colorful, but more subded like we see on other Samsung products in 2014 – it's a good look. It may feel slow at times, as whenever you think about Voice S. but it also does a lot of things that can be very
useful to you on an 8-inch screen. I closed multi-window on my Note 3, because I, two little panes are getting worse than the larger one. On table 4's, I use it. And love it. And they will miss it on my other tablets when I send this back to Samsung. I want a more basic experience on my phone, but I love
some of the TouchWiz features on a tablet. All Samsung apps are on board, as is the Samsung Appstore. The Samsung Appstore may be slightly invasive and download things automatically before it asks for permission, but for most users it's another choice. We love choices around these parts. You'll
see a few other Samsung apps sprinkled in your drawer – things like Memo or World Clock – but since this is a Wifi device and not tied to an insurance carrier handkerchief with wrong draws, you won't get the amount of rocking you can use in on another Galaxy device. Samsung has its own version of
things like or Calendars, but they're doing well and bringing nothing to complain about. Of course, Google's blockade is all present, too. Don't want Google Drive or Chrome? Hard heading, because you're getting them anyway. This is part of the term samsung has agreed to have access to Google Play.
While most readers here of Google's AC apps are useful, they're blocking similar Samsung's apps and deserving a mention. Disable the things you don't want in the settings are the best advice we can give. No more we can say about the software. The Snapdragon 400 processor does a good job, and
most of the tablet's time is quick and responsive. Some slow ones I've seen seem to happen when loading big games or switching to work away from one while it's running. The OS itself runs the roster, though it's not lightning fast. Enjoy the animation or get to the developer settings and make them go
away – just like TouchWiz on a phone. The problem in the gallery I seem to have on just about every TouchWiz phone – syncing a Big Dropbox library causes massive slow down when opening the gallery app – not behind it at top on the 4 tab so it's obvious that something behind the scenes is different.
But on the surface it's pretty much Samsung's TouchWiz. Unapologetically TouchWiz, if you will. And I don't fault them for it one bit. The cameras I would have been thrilled if Samsung had just skipped the rear camera instead of giving us what they were doing. The 3.1MP camera on the back of the Tab 4
is a lens fixed focus on a small sensors that can't seem to take a good picture under any circumstances. I can't scan receipts in Expensive, I can't read barcodes without trying multiple, and any pictures will turn out soft, seeds and poor. The facing camera is fine for a bandwidth hangout, but it's not the
camera you'll want to use to try and catch a mate with a selfie. It's exactly what you'd expect from a budget device when it comes to computer wedg cameras. Surprisingly, the software includes shooting modes like Panorama and Beauty Shot, but that's likely because it was easier to leave it in TouchWiz
than time and money to take it out. If you were an emergency where you have to take a photo and all you have is Tab 4's, it would probably be good enough for traffic courts or traffic-cam bigfoot shots, but don't buy Tab 4's for it's camera. Some final thoughts If you stumble here in a Google search, and
just want a good, cheap tablet from a recognizable company, Tab 4's is a good buy. The screen is a little sify for reading, the cameras are very poor, and the speaker is tunnels and doesn't offer much of the volume department. For the most part, though, Tab 4's works well and you'll love the price. Very
solid way it builds – can you say it impressed me? - is calling on the cake. If you're an Android enthusiasm, though, you other options you should consider. The Nexus 7 and LG G Pad – both in original and extra-Google tastes – immediately come to mind (Apple sells a very nice 8 9-inch tablet as well)
and for a bit more money you'll get a better screen with a more future-proof series of interns. This is especially true if you're a tinker and want to do the custom firmware stuff. Should you consider everything and go with Tab 4's, you'll have a solid, but mid-of-the-way device that's in a coffee-tablet for a
quick look at the internet while watching a movie, or for watching the movie itself. Finally, if you have a Tab 3, it's ok to hang onto it for another year. This isn't the way I would spend tablet-upgrade money if I was a User Tab 3, because it's not that much of a jump. Wait and see what else comes together –
both from Samsung and other vendors – which could make for a better upgrade. up-to-date.
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